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introduction
A study conducted by Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris (2005) examined what makes female
transit riders feel unsafe, and thus what makes them decide not to ride transit. Her research
like many studies conducted in the field of transportation and safety found that women have
significant concerns about public transportation, and that overall women are much more
afraid waiting at a bus stop or transit station than within an enclosed space of a transit vehicle
(Loukaitou-Sideris, 2005). Further, her research determined that contrary to this finding, most
transportation safety resources are concentrated on the actual transit vehicle (LoukaitouSideris, 2009). In fact, minority groups such as women, children, older adults, stigmatized
persons and persons with disabilities are more likely to be hesitant about using methods of
public transportation over concerns regarding safety in attempt to avoid the risk or perceived
risk of crime and discrimination (Yavuz & Welch, 2010).
Over the past two decades, perceptions of the threat of crime continue to exist though experts
continually report lower crime rates in public transit systems (Taylor et al., 2007). In recent
years, various surveys of transit riders in North America have ranked safety as one of the
highest priorities at bus stops (Taylor et al., 2007). This lingering concern over the safety of
bus stops could have detrimental effects to ridership levels for municipalities. In fact, without
an adequate level of safety or perceived safety, surveys have revealed that riders may choose
not to utilize bus transit or other methods of public transportation all together (Nabors et al,
2007). Overall, this is a concern for city planners as a decline in ridership numbers leads to
many problems, such as an increase in traffic and congestion, a decrease in service provided
by the transit system due to the loss of funds, and an increase in barriers for citizens who need
public transportation to navigate their day-to-day lives, but no longer can due to concerns
over safety.
The question remains whether a perception of safety at bus stops would lead to increased bus
ridership. Research has shown that safety improvements to public transit can substantially
increase transit ridership, and potentially encourage an increase in both transit ridership and
active transportation (Crime Concern and Transport and Travel Research, 1997). Crime in
public spaces largely occurs in areas where there are windows of opportunity for a crime
to take place. In regards to transit, perceptions or anticipation of crime by users and public
transport staff can provoke fear of crime, discouraging people from using public transport or
making travel unpleasant or even stressful (ICPC, 2016). Thus, undertaking practices which
allow for good bus stop design may assist in removing these windows of opportunity (Saraiva
et al, 2011).
One such method to increase perceptions of safety in the public realm is Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED). This approach recognizes that the form of the urban
environment can and does create opportunities for crime (Poyner, 1983). CPTED is pro-active
crime prevention strategy used by planners, architects, police services, security professionals
and everyday users of public spaces (CPTED, 2014). CPTED philosophy is built on the notion
that:
The proper design and effective use of the built environment can lead to a reduction in the
fear and incidence of crime as well as an improvement in the quality of life. CPTED goes
well beyond conventional approaches to safeguarding the environment by exploiting natural
forms of surveillance, access control and territorial reinforcement in a deliberate attempt to
present a psychological deterrent for the purpose of positively influencing human behaviour
as people interact with the environment (CPTED, 2014).
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research objectives
The overall goal of this report is provide recommendations that may improve the physical
context of three bus stop locations in the City of Greater Sudbury in an attempt to increase
perceptions of safety at stops and encourage transit ridership. To achieve these objectives,
this study addresses the following three main research questions:

1

What environmental attributes contribute to transit riders’ perception of safety at transit stops?

2

How can good bus stop design elements as well as Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) be utilized to contribute to one’s feeling of safety at transit stops?

3

How can environmental attributes and CPTED guidelines be applied to improve safety at transit
stops in the City of Sudbury?

scope of research
This research focuses on three bus stop locations and the 100 metre radius surrounding
each stop. In early 2018 the City of Greater Sudbury released its new Draft Transportation
Master Plan with the intention of making alterations to the current transit system to include
more routes and focus on increasing ridership within the City. As Sudbury intends to increase
transit ridership in its new 2019 Transit Action Plan, examining perceptions of safety at its bus
stops could assist in increasing ridership and rider experiences.
In early 2017, the City of Greater Sudbury conducted a CPTED audit of the Downtown Sudbury
Transit Terminal (CPTED Audit- Greater Sudbury Transit Terminal Report) in order to better
understand where opportunities for crime could occur and how to decrease criminal activity
in the area. The Greater Sudbury Downtown Transit Terminal is currently the only transit depot
in the transit network and experiences a large number riders transferring from one route to
another on a daily basis. The audit provided the following recommendations (City of Sudbury,
2017).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved and additional lighting
Redesign of the garbage disposal area
Additional anti-sit devices
Adjustment and addition of security
cameras
Trim shrubs to provide better sightlines
Remove structure/canopy entering
Transit Terminal from Elm Street
Remove pay phones
Remove architectural features on the
interior of the build to increase sightlines
Put fresh coats of paint on rusted metal
Repair asphalt throughout the property
Repair curbs and paint yellow

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create clear walking paths to minimize
vehicle and pedestrian conflict
Create parking for vans and buse
Improve kiosk interior design for
storage & safety improvements
Insert wayfinding throughout property
Install new tile flooring
Put fresh coat of paint throughout
interior of building
Install new accessible washroom
fixtures
Provide HVAC and boiler replacement
Install new sliding doors and new
additional camera system
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The Downtown Transit Terminal was renovated following the CPTED audit and brought up to
CPTED standards in order to assist in managing safety problems at the site. These renovations
were made possible by the Canada-Ontario Public Transit Infrastructure Fund (PTIF). The
Government of Canada is cost-matching a 2017 municipal capital investment of $500,000
for a total of $1 Million (City of Greater Sudbury, 2017). Further, the Greater Sudbury Police
Service (GSPS) continues to work with Greater Sudbury Transit to enhance site security.

relevance of research
This research is relevant as increasing safety at bus stops in every city will assist in creating
fewer barriers to transit ridership. The City of Greater Sudbury herein ‘The City’ is continually
striving to increase its transit ridership, therefore improvements to the current system that
increase public perspectives could lead to increased ridership opportunities (Crime Concern
and Transport and Travel Research, 1997).
This research is different than most transit-oriented reports as it specifically examines a
Northern Ontario city. Transit ridership numbers in northern cities are typically quite low due
to the large geographic size of the municipalities and car-centric society. Therefore, small
changes such as making riders feel safer while waiting for the bus may assist in an individual’s
decision to use public transit. The City of Greater Sudbury has these same challenges as the
amalgamated City struggles to connect the surrounding towns via the transit system due to
its large surface area. This results in very few individuals choosing public transportation over
their personal automobile.
The City has compared Greater Sudbury Transit’s current safety management practices with
those of other municipalities throughout Canada, and has identified several gaps (City of
Sudbury, 2017). This examination was a result of the rising number of concerns the City
receives related to perceived sense of threats. These threats included the behavior of some
citizens accessing Transit services and the congestion and funneling of pedestrians that
around the Transit Terminal (City of Sudbury, 2017). Further, the City’s transit employee survey
identified “safety and security” as a priority requiring improvement as high level of staff abuse
from riders is reported (City of Sudbury, 2017, pg. 1). The report issued by the City stated that
various initiatives for reviewing safety and security in regards to Sudbury Transit are being
conducted. These initiatives consist of a review of the security and safety practices both at the
Transit Terminal and on board Transit buses. Yet, no focus was placed on bus stop locations
across the City. The City’s Transit Safety Report outlined seven key action items, the points
below have been directly taken from the Transit Safety Report (City of Sudbury, 2017, pg 4-5).
Improve Perception of Transit Services - Perception plays an important role in decisions
that an individual will make as it relates to Transit Services. Perception of Transit Services
is influenced by many factors, such as comfort, courtesy, safety and security. The following
programs and initiatives should be considered in order to build awareness, share information,
and increase confidence in Greater Sudbury Transit Services.
Building Awareness on Mental Health- Through collaboration efforts with stakeholders,
build programs aimed at de-stigmatizing mental health and/or to encourage at-risk individuals
to seek help.
Public Involvement- Launch a “See Something, Say Something” public campaign to encourage
passengers to report criminal behavior they observe on buses to the Transit Operator or other
Transit representative, so that action can be taken.
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Safety Culture- Display safety messages throughout the Transit Terminal, buses and shelters
to provide reinforcement of the safety culture within the services.
Cleanliness - Provide a clean and well maintained environment for both passengers and
Transit Operators. This includes buses, shelters and the Transit Terminal.
Transit Supervisor Assistance - Increase presence of Transit Supervisors both on board
buses and on Transit Terminal Platforms. Visibility of Management promotes professionalism
and provides additional customer service.
Public Art – Integrate art into Transit Services in order to contribute a positive experience for
passengers, attract new riders, and provide a sense of community identity and vibrancy.

precedents
This study was inspired and modelled on Golsa Kheir-Moghadam’s (2015) Masters Report
titled “Perceptions of Safety at Transit Stops: A Case Study of Kingston, ON”. Her report
identified the environmental attributes that contributed to a riders’ feelings of safety at three
bus stops in Kingston, ON using safety audits, and site observations. This study makes use
of previous research on the perception of safety in transit stations to structure the bus stop
safety evaluation criteria and to adapt a research methodology (Brown, 2013). T
Two of the main study precedents that inspired this report include:

1

Golsa Kheir-Moghadam’s 2015 Masters Report titled Perceptions of Safety at Transit Stops: A Case Study of Kingston, ON

2

Radhika Brown’s 2013 report titled Getting Safety on Track: Expanding
Edmonton’s LRT Design Guidelines to Improve Women’s Perceptions of
Safety at Transit Stations.

report outline
This report is structured into six chapters. This chapter provides an introduction and
background into the research topic, highlights research objectives and scope, and discusses
the relevance of this research. Chapter Two provides an overview of research methods used
in the study including, a literature review, study area site selection, evaluation criteria, site
observation/ safety audit, validation interviews, analysis and recommendations. Chapter Two
also details the limitations and validity of the report. Chapter Three provides an in-depth
review of published literature on the topics perceptions of safety at transit stops, gendered
perceptions of safety, best practices in bus stop design as well as CPTED. Chapter Four
summarizes the safety audit and site observations findings used to generate recommendations
in the next chapter. Chapter Five delivers recommendations based on all information gathered,
first proposing transit stop redesigns for all three sites, followed by immediate and long term
recommendations moving forward. Chapter Six provides some concluding thoughts on the
study.

02
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introduction
This research utilizes a variety of qualitative research methods to address the research
questions. This chapter provides an overview of the research methods including the use of
a literature review, safety audit and site observations, and validation interviews. This chapter
also explains alterations to the study that were necessary as it progressed.

methods
literature review
For the purpose of better understanding how perceptions of safety affect ridership, a literature
review was undertaken. The literature review was undertaken as a crucial first step in order to
establish an understanding of the topic and to provide context for the research. The literature
review was organized into four key sections: perceptions of safety at transit stops, gendered
perceptions of safety, best practices in bus stop design and lastly Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles. The literature review primarily highlights the work
of Dr. Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris as she has published many papers on topics related to
women and transit safety.

site selection
In terms of understanding what stops sould be examined, data was requested from the
Greater Sudbury Police Service (GSPS) in order to map three areas with reports of crime
and from there identify three transit stops to use for the study. Unfortunately, in December
GSPS informed that the data could no longer be provided. As an alternative, servicecrimeplot.
com a website operated by The Ontario Police Technology Information Cooperative (OPTIC)
which includes 43 municipal Ontario police services and the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP)
was utilized. OPTIC is the largest data-sharing cooperative in North America (Gordon, B.,
& Midland Police Service, n.d.). Run by the Midland Police, servicecrimeplot.com provides
visual mapping of crime in communities of participating police agencies and is designed to
help visualize criminal activity levels in respective communities.
Data for the City of Greater Sudbury Police Service shows incidents for a seven-day period.
In this case, data available for mapping runs from Sunday, August 5th, 2018 through Monday,
September 3rd, 2018. When the mapping tool is set to “HeatMap” the map indicates darker
colours where higher incidents of crime have occurred (See Figure 1). When the mapping tool
is set to “Markers” the mapping shows more specific details about the points on the map
including the type of offence (See Figure 2 & 3)(Gordon, B., & Midland Police Service, n.d.).
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Figure 1: Sudbury, Ontario Crime Plot Data- Heat Map (August 5th, 2018 to September 3rd, 2018).

Figure 2 : Sudbury, Ontario Crime Plot Data- Marker Map (August 5th, 2018 to September 3rd, 2018).
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Figure 3 : Sudbury, Ontario Crime Plot Data- Close Up Marker Map (August 5th, 2018 to September 3rd, 2018).

Figure 4 : Sudbury, Ontario Crime Plot Data- Close Up Marker Map Site Area
(August 5th, 2018 to September 3rd, 2018).
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Figure 5: Bus Stop Selection Locations

Based on observations from servicecrimeplot.com, site selection areas was focused on two
general areas seen in Figure 4. From there, three bus stop locations were selected as seen
in Figure 5.

Site A: Larch Street Bus Stop
Site B: Elgin Street Bus Stop
Site C: Murray Street Bus Stop
evaluation criteria
In order to ensure all environmental factors and elements of design affecting the bus stops
were factored in to site observations, evaluation criteria were created. This evaluation criteria
is adapted from Golsa Kheir-Moghadam’s 2015 Masters Report as a template and added to
by including the three principles of CPTED- natural surveillance, natural access control, and
territorial reinforcement. The evaluation criteria for the study can be seen in Table I and provides the criteria to assess environmental elements, measurement methods and data sources.
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Table 1: Evaluation Criteria
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site observation/ safey audit
The primary method for acquiring site observation data was through a safety audit. The
City of Toronto explains that safety audits are tools used to evaluate different features in
neighbourhoods with the goal of reducing crime and improving public safety (City of Toronto,
2019). Safety audits help individuals look at spaces that feel unsafe and determine why they
feel that way by looking at where the site is, what is beside it, how it is designed and what
happens there (City of Toronto, 2019).
A safety audit is an inventory or checklist of the features in an area and it allows you to take
action to correct these features (City of Toronto, 2019). The safety audit utilized for the study
was adapted from the safety audit used in Golsa Kheir-Moghadam’s 2015 Master’s Report
as well as the Metropolitan Action Committee on Violence Against Women and Children
(METRAC) Safety Audit Participant Survey. These safety audits were used a template and
combined with questions that address CPTEDs three principles of natural surveillance, natural
access control, and territorial reinforcement. See Appendix A for safety audit template.
Each bus stop location was visited six times, at three times during daylight hours and
three times after dark, in order to view nighttime conditions of the sites. The site visits were
conducted from December 2018 to February of 2019. Each stop was actively observed in
order to collection observation data that would allow for connections between all of the
sensory information in a research setting (Silverman and Patterson, 2015). During each visit
a safety audit of the stop was conducted. Photographs were taken during each site visit to
supplement the findings of the safety audits and site conditions.

validation interviews
In order to confirm the validity of findings, to mitigate the effects of researcher bias and
acquire professional opinions on the study a total of two validation interviews were conducted.
Interviews with professionals in the field of public safety and transit were conducted in order
to examine bus stop design from two lenses. An officer with the Greater Sudbury Police
Department as well as a Planner with the City of Greater Sudbury were selected for interview.
Interview respondents were anonymized and given categories: Planner I and Officer I.
Interviews were organized in a semi-structured manner thanks to a pre-prepared interview
guide. The interview with Planner I was organized in a manner in which they could provided
professional feedback on findings and recommendations. From there further edits were made
to recommendations in order to further likeliness of feasibility.

analysis of findings
With all the data collected, recommendations on how to better improve the three bus
stops regarding safety were developed by utilizing CPTED’s three principles and best
practices in bus stop design found throughout the literature review portion of the report.
Recommendations were categorized into three sections: proposed redesign for the sites,
immediate recommendations and long-term recommendations.
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limitations
In order to attempt to mitigate researcher bias, the research methodology drew from multiple
sources and methods including a document and literature review, safety audit, validation
interviews, and photography to address construct validity through data triangulation, and
to avoid bias and direct observations to examine the three bus stop locations (Golsa KheirMoghadam, 2015). However, like many studies the research methodology used in this study
was subject to various limitations. The research conducted was undertaken by a singular
female individual and therefore is subject to bias. In the future, to assist in removing some of
this bias, safety audits should be conducted by a variety of individuals to gather a larger array
of perspectives.
The methods used in this project have previously been used in a Queen’s University Master’s
report on “Getting Safety on Track: Expanding Edmonton’s LRT Design Guidelines to Improve
Women’s Perceptions of Safety at Transit Stations” by Radhika Brown and in the report
“Perception of Safety at Transit Stops: A Case Study of Kingston, Ontario” by Golsa KheirMoghadam. This research pulled largely on a 1999 research study by Dr. Anastasia LoukaitouSideris that identified the environmental attributes that contributed to commuters’ feelings of
security at bus stop locations in Los Angeles, California.
Unfortunately, although the two validation interviews held were incredibly insightful and
significantly helped in better understanding CPTED as it relates to the City of Greater Sudbury,
the report could have further benefited from additional validation interviews with local transit
organizations, other city staff, and local transit riders. Further, it proved very difficult to conduct
validation interviews as cancellations occurred.
The safety audits were conducted at each bus stop location three times after dark and three
times during daylight for comparison purposes. The rationale for doing this was to examine
each location for lighting, and other features contributing to feelings of safety in both. In
doing this, one could better understand the experiences of the public when taking the bus
during the day and night. Unfortunately, due to both time constraints and location, the report
could have also benefited from conducting safety audits more than just six times at each
location. Safety audits could have been conducted at different times of day, during weekdays
and weekends, and during different times of year/seasons to test for variations in results.
Further, the City of Greater Sudbury experienced record breaking snowfall this winter which
dramatically changed site locations, and snowfall levels, something that would not exist in
warmer months.
The findings of this study may be generalizable to the theoretical proposition that environmental
elements can affect fear of crime in public spaces (Brown, 2013). Lastly, this study focused
on women and safety, however public transit is utilized by all genders, children, those with
disabilities, and other ‘vulnerable’ populations and their safety concerns are also valid and
need to be addressed in reports regarding safety. Therefore, the report was limiting in that it
did not explore how transit and fears of safety affects different groups differently.

03
literature review
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perceptions of safety at transit stops
Ensuring safety during door-to-door public transport trips is a fundamental challenge to
service providers, as safety influences individuals’ mobility (Abenzo, 2018). Brennan (2011)
reports that 58% of Canadians feel less safe when using or waiting for public transit at night,
especially women. Crime in public spaces most commonly occurs because windows of
opportunity exist. Therefore, reducing these opportunities is the preferred method for reducing
risk for crime around bus stops (Zhang, 2012). It is important to note the differences between
perceived risk and actual risk as many studies suggest that the fear of crime whilst using
public transit greatly outweighs the rate of crime within transit systems (Nabors et al., 2007).
Unfortunately, without an adequate level of perceived safety, commuters may choose not to
use the bus stop or access public transit altogether (Nabors et al., 2007). Actual and perceived
lack of safety at transit stops, stations and platforms can result in lost ridership, stigmatization
of public transit and lower revenue (Ministry of Transportation, 2013). Vandalism and crime
also cause damaged equipment, lost workdays, and compensation payments, and affect
employee health and morale (Ministry of Transportation, 2013).
A recent survey of transit riders in Ottawa found that factors that influence ridership are, in order
of importance: bus information, on-street service, station safety, customer service, safety enroute, reduced fare, cleanliness, and general attitudes towards transit (Zhang, 2012). In fact,
consistently surveys of bus riders highlight safety as one of the highest priorities at a bus stop
(Taylor et al., 2007). However, in regards to safety it has been found that greater attention is
focused on the actual transit vehicle than the actual bus stops themselves. Another study titled
“Individual, Travel, and Bus Stop Characteristics Influencing Travelers’ Safety Perceptions”
conducted by Roberto Abenzo (2018) in Stockholm, Sweden investigated various design and
environmental factors that have an impact on determining travelers’ perceived safety and
perception of crime. The results of the study found that bus shelter characteristics, natural
surveillance, and trustworthy real-time information are the most important factors influencing
safety and perceptions of crime (Abenzo, 2018).
A 2016 Report by the International Center for the Prevention of Crime titled “5th International
Report on Crime Prevention and Community Safety: Cities and the New Urban Agenda”
highlighted some of the issues surrounding perceptions of safety at bus stops, including the
difficulties in measuring crime and fear of crime in urban public transport as data is often of
poor quality or incomplete (ICPC, 2016). The seven points below have been taken from the
report and listed below (ICPC., 2016, pg. 101).
1. There is a lack of definition of infractions linked to transit because the
area in which crime takes place is not clearly defined: should it refer only
to infractions in vehicles or also those that occur at stops, or on the route
leading to and from stops.
2. Data collection methodology is not standardized: there are different sources,
collection processes are weak, and measures of crime and fear of crime are
heterogenous
3. There is often no body responsible for collecting such data. Police forces are
not obliged to record infractions which take place on public transport unless
they are reported, and transport companies usually have no obligation to
publish data on incidents that occur within their area
4. It is estimated that between 70% and 97% of crimes and incidents are not
reported
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5. Crimes on public transit are not static as it is difficult to report a geographically
precise location for an infraction in a moving vehicle, as with traditional
data-recording methods
6. Lack of transparency also has negative impacts on knowledge of the extent
of crime on public transport. Security is a sensitive subject, and some
municipalities and institutions may not be willing to share this information.
7. Public authorities often fail to collect disaggregated data concerning the
different groups of users, such as men, women, the elderly and indigenous
populations reviewing safety audits on public transport making it difficult
to develop policies that are adapted to the needs of these different group
(ICPC, 2016).
These points add to fears regarding public transit safety, as misconceptions of rates of crime
in public transit systems is inadequately reported and addressed.

gender and perceptions of safefy
Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris argues that gender is the single most significant factor explaining
transit-based fear and anxiety. Studies have shown that women use public transport more
than men and are also more worried about using public transport, as their personal security
is frequently compromised (Deniz, 2016). Women use public transport to access fundamental
needs such as employment, childcare, education and healthcare, and are often ‘transit captive’
with limited or no access to other forms of transportation such as cars (Smith, 2008). Specific
groups also argue that perceived violence constraining women’s mobility is a form of gender
inequality embedded within the public transit system (Deniz, 2016). The relationship between
women’s fear and the built environment has been the subject of research with clear findings
that women feel unsafe in many public spaces (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2009). These public spaces
extend to include transportation environments such as desolate bus stops and transportation
vehicles, poorly lit park-and-ride parking lots and above and below ground parking structures
(Kheir-Moghadam, 2015). These various spaces can and may represent stressful settings for
many women, and as such may make some feel compelled to change their transportation
modes and travel patterns in order to avoid them (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2009).
A study conducted by Loukaitou-Sideris in 2009 found that women are much more scared
waiting at the bus stop or transit station than within the enclosed space of the transit vehicle.
However, as previously highlighted most of the focus regarding transportation safety is
concentrated on the actual vehicle (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2009). Her study revealed that women
were not comforted knowing that there was a camera or surveillance technology present as
they felt that the camera would only help after the event of a crime and not during. Therefore,
women surveyed expressed that they were much more in favor of more consistent policing
rather than technological solutions to surveillance and crime deterrence (Halbur, 2010).
A study conducted by Deniz (2018) found that fear is another factor affecting women and
transit . This fear is influenced by whether or not spaces are deserted, as desertion increases
feelings of concern and vulnerability of a stranger attack (Deniz, 2018). Therefore, levels of
activity and potential entrapment locations are environmental factors that affect perceptions
of safety (Deniz, 2016).
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Women unlike men often respond to perceived risk to personal safety by adopting protective
measures: a recent study showed that women are more likely to assume “specific transport
practices that range from vigilance to avoidance” than men (ICPC, 2016). To better understand
the safety concerns and fears of women in public transport, a study was conducted by Dr.
Deniz titled “Effects of Perceived Safety on Women Mobility Habits for Sustainable Public
Transportation” (2016) in Turkey. The study looked at women’s travel patterns, their daily
travel experiences, journeys across different modes of transit and steps that could be taken to
make them feel safer. The results of this study determined that there is a correlation between
frequency of public transportation use and the likelihood of being a victim for verbal or sexual
harassment (Deniz, 2016). Of the respondents surveyed, most were students or working
women utilizing bus transit to access opportunities to build their economic or human capital
(Deniz, 2016). Deniz (2016), highlighted that the most remarkable finding of the study was
that those who had experienced sexual or verbal harassment reduced their use of public
transportation as a result of these negative experiences (Deniz, 2016). Additionally, a 1976
transit safety audit conducted by the Toronto Transit Commission, in response to concerns
from METRAC and the Metro Toronto Police Force, found that women perceived the subway
system as unsafe in spite of a very low crime rate and many either avoided it altogether, or at
night (Zhang, 2012).
In Canada in 1989, the Metropolitan Toronto Action Committee on Violence Against
Women and Children (METRAC) pioneered women’s safety audits, where women walked
with transportation planners to pinpoint areas where they felt unsafe. METRAC then
pushed for legislative changes based on the findings. These kinds of safety audits have
spread all over the world, strengthening relationships among communities, police, and
urban planners (Ro, 2017 on METRAC).

It is important for policy-makers and planners to focus on both reducing fear of crime as well
as preventing crime, in order to create safer, more inclusive transit spaces (Brown, 2013).
In 1988 and 1989, METRAC partnered with the Toronto Transit Commission and Toronto
Police Services to improve women’s safety through an extensive Safety Audit of Toronto’s
subway system and some surface bus routes (METRAC, 2014). This partnership led to
the development of 63 recommendations and 86 guidelines, detailed in the 1989 “Moving
Forward: Making Transit Safer for Women” report (METRAC, 2014). The guidelines included
stipulations that transit shelters must be constructed with transparent materials, thereby
allowing for natural surveillance both inside and outside the shelter. Transparent transit
shelters have since beceme a best practice standard across the Greater Toronto Area as well
as in other municipalities around Canada and the world (METRAC, 2014).

best practices in safe bus stop design
Effective design can reduce crime and fear by creating defensible spaces that assert ownership,
and offer opportunities for natural surveillance (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999). Improving bus stops
with a focus towards the rider experience can be a major step towards giving potential riders
more confidence in the transit service; thus, potentially leading to an increase in ridership
levels.
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mto transit supportive guidelines
Transit Supportive Guidelines released by the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) includes
best practices related to public transit in the province. More specifically section 3.4.4 deals
with Safety and Security directly and highlights strategies to increase safety in public transit
systems. Below is a list of strategies extracted from the MTO Transit Supportive Guidelines
(Ministry of Transportation, 2013, pg. 133-135).

1
2
3

Conduct a review of security in the transit system to determine where system practices,
policies and physical features could be modified to improve safety. As part of this effort,
an inventory of potential hiding areas should be conducted, and strategies should be
developed to correct them where possible. Evaluate the expected benefit and cost of
each potential security improvement and develop a prioritized plan.
Develop a process for continuously monitoring and recording problems, and receiving
and responding to feedback regarding security concerns. Specific actions should be
defined to respond to different kinds of complaints. The information about the feedback
process should be available to the public.
Sight lines and visibility should be made clear by, for example:
•
•
•
•

extensive use of glass in shelters to enhance natural surveillance and lighting;
incorporating glazing of exterior walls, stairways and elevators to permit
natural surveillance;
designing landscaping so that it does not block views or lighting; and
using mirrors to enable people to view around corners where blind corners
are unavoidable.

4

Station and terminal designated waiting areas (DWA) with higher levels of lighting and
emergency phone or intercom systems can help to enhance user safety during quieter
hours or evening service.

5

There are a range of security-related policies and programs that transit agencies could
consider to enhance user safety or perceived safety. These include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

allowing passengers to get off the bus between stops at night time. The driver
must be able to stop safely to accommodate the request. The passenger
must leave the bus by the front doors, and the rear doors remain closed so
that no one can follow the passenger from the bus;
deploying transit security officers in and around stations, on trains and
buses, and at bus stops at times and locations where security problems are
common or expected;
training transit employees, such as vehicle operators, in conflict resolution,
robbery / assault prevention, gang awareness, customer service and selfdefence;
providing public education and information in the form of pamphlets, posters,
wall cards, stickers, magnets and films to publicize crime prevention initiatives
and safety tips;
setting up crime prevention booths at events and exhibitions to address
public crime and safety issues with citizens and employees;
establishing reward programs to solicit information from employees and the
public to identify criminal offenders; and
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•

6

Where physical sightlines may be difficult to achieve, technology may be used to enhance visibility and enable communication between passengers and staff. Examples
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

7

establishing an Adopt-a-Shelter program to link citizens and police to deter
vandalism and criminal activity at bus shelters. Citizens are encouraged
to commit to bus shelter “ownership”, resulting in immediate reporting of
criminal activity to police.

deploying closed-circuit television (CCTV) camera surveillance systems
in and around transit stations, stops, vehicles and depots. They may
be mounted, for example, at restroom entrances, fare collection areas,
and elevator/escalators. Cameras may be fixed or remotely controlled
to allow for panning, tilting and zooming. Real-time monitoring can be
labour-intensive; however, pairing CCTV with motion-detection systems
can provide event-triggered surveillance;
implementing telephone and radio communication devices in stations, at
stops and on vehicles to allow passengers to seek assistance from transit
personnel or local police;
implementing automatic vehicle locator (AVL) and geographic information
system (GIS) to facilitate vehicle tracking in case of incidents;
providing incident management information and directions to passengers
on dynamic message systems which might typically be used to show
vehicle arrival times;
improving lighting on platforms and at bus turnarounds, stations, parkand-ride lots, transit centers, bus stops and restrooms to improve visibility
and deter crime; and
using alarms to deter criminal activity and summon police and security
assistance.

The use of automated ticketing machines and electronic fare payment (EFP) can help
to make cash handling more secure and reduce exposure of transit employees to
crime and threats.
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bus stop design elements
Certain factors greatly influence one’s comfort at transit stop locations. Kevin Zhang’s
(2012) report titled “Bus Stop Urban Design: Nine Techniques for Enhancing Bus Stops and
Neighbourhoods and their Application in Metro Vancouver” outlined six design elements as
best practices in good bus stop design. These include: lighting, seating and surfaces, cover,
information, amenities and bicycle infrastructure as all vital components to a comfortable,
inviting and safe bus stop environment. These six elements which have been taken and
adopted from Zhang (2012) are further explained below.

lighting

cover & shelters

Lighting at a bus stop is important for safety, access, and
character. Studies show that commuters who identified
safety as their primary concern also named lighting to be the
most effective solution (Hess, 2012). As most public crimes
are triggered by windows of opportunity (Saraiva & Pinho,
2011), it is important to keep areas around stops adequately
lit at night as well as during other times of the day. White
light with minimal shadows provide the best environment
at bus stops and enhances safety. Further, pedestrian scale
lighting adds to the character of the location.

Cover provides both protection from weather and feelings
of security for riders. Transit shelters must be built with
transparent materials, allowing for natural surveillance in
and out of shelters, additionally, shelters should be created
with fully open entrances or dual exits as to not trap a rider
inside with an offender. The American Public Transportation
Association highlights that there should be 360-degrees
of visibility in and around bus shelters (American Public
Transportation Association, 2010). Limiting commercial
advertisement panels in shelters is crucial as they often
obstruct views and limit natural surveillance.

Including bus parking at bus stops assists in increasing
ridership levels. Many residents would bike to bus stops if
more convenient adequate bike paths and bike parking were
provided.

bike infrastructure
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More information about bus times allows passengers to
more efficiently plan their trips. Riders report that reduced
waiting times and greater certainty about transport options
make them feel safer. Transit information includes bus
routes, arrival and departure times, community mapping
and other information that may assist riders in better
understanding their trip (Zhang, 2012). Live transit update
screens also increase feelings of safety for riders.

information

Amenities such as public art, video surveillance, drinking
fountains, newspaper boxes, public phones and garbage
bins not only improve the experience for transit users, but
they also benefit the immediate neighbourhood (Zhang,
2012). Other design-oriented amenities such a signs,
lights, and canopies contribute to the sense of place and
decrease feelings of an area being unsafe.

amenities

Seating is one of the most fundamental components of a
bus stop (Zhang, 2012). Providing seating to riders not only
makes the riders experience more comfortable it demonstrates that the service provider cares about riders. This
assists in reducing anxiety and fears surrounding using the
transit system (Zhang, 2012).

seating & surfaces
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crime prevention through environmental design (cpted)
One such method for increasing perceptions of safety at bus stops
is Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED). This
approach recognizes that the form of the urban environment can and
does create opportunities for crime (Poyner, 1983). CPTED is pro-active
crime prevention strategy used by planners, architects, police services,
security professionals and everyday users of public spaces (CPTED,
2014). CPTED philosophy is built on the notion that:
“The proper design and effective use of the built environment can
lead to a reduction in the fear and incidence of crime as well as
an improvement in the quality of life. CPTED goes well beyond
conventional approaches to safeguarding the environment by
exploiting natural forms of surveillance, access control and
territorial reinforcement in a deliberate attempt to present a
psychological deterrent for the purpose of positively influencing
human behaviour as people interact with the environment”
(CPTED, 2014).

natural survaillance
Natural surveillance assists in alleviating fears of crime by creating safer public environments
and is commonly associated with the establishment of clear sightlines(CPTED, 2014).
Additionally, natural surveillance can be complemented by other forms of surveillance such as
security and police patrols, as well as installing video surveillance. Mechanical and organized
forms of surveillance should be emphasized where natural forms of surveillance are limited
(CPTED, 2014). The following list is taken from CPTED Ontario (2014):
Natural surveillance strategies include:
•
•
•
•
•

orienting driveways and paths towards natural forms of surveillance such
as building entrances and windows,
increasing visual permeability of vulnerable areas such as building
entrances, stairwells, playgrounds etc. through the strategic use of
windows, fencing material, landscaping etc.,
trimming back overgrown landscaping,
strategically lighting pathways and other potentially problematic areas
where opportunities for natural surveillance exist, and,
developing uses for the environment that are capable of strategically
generating activity. This can include the establishment of sidewalk patios,
seating areas and other amenities (CPTED, 2014).

Strategies for bus stops include making the space easily observable from the surroundings,
avoiding hiding spaces, ensuring sufficient lighting at all times, and maintaining station upkeep
(Zhang, 2012).
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natural access control
Natural access control is a design concept that is directed at decreasing crime opportunity.
(CPTED Ontario, 2014). It is based on the simple premise that a person who is confronted
with a clearly defined and/or strategically developed boundary, will typically show it some
deference by respecting the way it guides and influences their movement as they transition
from public through private space (CPTED Ontario, 2014).
Natural forms of access control include elements such as fences, low walls, landscaping,
gates and any barrier that is natural for the environment including topographical features,
sales counters and even distance (CPTED Ontario, 2014). Natural access control often
functions best when combined with natural surveillance practices as it creates a perception
of risk in offenders that inherently reduces the likelihood of criminal activity (CPTED Ontario,
2014). Natural access control can be complemented by mechanical forms of access control
such as security and police patrols (CPTED Ontario, 2014). The following list is taken from
CPTED Ontario (2014).
Natural access control strategies include:
•
•

providing clear border definition of controlled space,
limiting uncontrolled and/or unobserved access onto properties, buildings and
private space,
adding dense or thorny landscaping as a natural barrier to reinforce fences and
discourage unwanted entry
using space to provide natural barriers to conflicting activities.

•
•

Strategies for bus stops include positioning them in spaces where they are patrolled by police
to increase an offenders perception of risk and installing bus shelters at stops.

territorial reinforcement
Territorial Reinforcement is a design concept that realizes that physical design can extend
to individuals to develop a sense of proprietorship that is noticeable to potential offenders
(CPTED Ontario, 2014). Territorial reinforcement has been described as an umbrella strategy
that encompasses both natural surveillance and access control (CPTED Ontario, 2014). The
following list is taken from CPTED Ontario, 2014.
Territorial reinforcement strategies include:
•
•
•
•
•

creating clearly marked transitional zones as persons move from public to
semi-public and private space using paving patterns, symbolic barriers or markers, signs and other visual cues,
providing amenities in communal area that encourages activity and use,
avoiding the creation of no-man’s land by ensuring that all space is assigned a
clear, and preferably, active purpose,
developing visitor reporting procedures for larger scale entities that regularly receive people, and,
conducting timely maintenance

Strategies for bus stops include adding seating nearby, or activities which increase positive
pedestrian use of space, avoid locating bus stops in deserted areas and preforming timely
maintenance of bus stops.

findings

04
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introduction
In this Chapter, findings from visit observations at all three bus stops are discussed. This
information was gathered using a safety audit checklist (Appendix A) and site observations.
Each site was visited six times, three times during daylight and three times after dark. At
all three times a safety audit checklist was conducted. During these site visits, a variety of
elements were examined including compatible shelter placement, activities occurring around
the site, lighting, overall design, and natural surveillance in addition to other factors. Although
all three bus stops are located within the city’s urban area, the characteristics of each stop
varied dramatically. It should be noted that the Safety Audit Checklist utilized was adapted
from the one used in “Perception of Safety at Transit Stops: A Case Study of Kingston, Ontario”
by Golsa Kheir-Moghadam in 2015.

fieldwork site observations

compatible shelter placement
nearby land uses
As previously discussed, certain land uses influence an individual’s perceptions of safety.
Loukaitou-Sideris (1999) explains that parking and vacant lots, cashing establishments and
establishments for drinking alcohol that are located near bus stops can increase opportunities
for crime and thus increase an individual’s perceptions of safety. In contrast land, uses that
positively influence an individual’s perceptions of safety include residential areas and school
zones.
Below is a list of various land uses Loukaitou-Sideris (1999) outlines as either positively or
negatively influencing perceptions of safety at transit stops.
Table 2: Land Uses affecting Perceptions of Safety (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999)
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Site A
The land uses around site A were predominantly mixed use with a combination of commercial,
residential, and office space due to its location in the downtown core (See Figure 6). Figure 7
illustrates the present land uses located around the bus stop that could influence feelings of
safety while a transit rider waits at a bus stop. These negative land uses include a collection
of parking lots along with a business located at the corner of Minto and Larch Street which
attract loitering.

Figure 6: Site A Aerial Land Uses Map

Figure 7: Site A Surrounding Land Uses Map
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Table 3: Land Uses Around Site A

Site B
Surrounding land uses to Site B included a mix of commercial businesses, residential apartments, restaurants and bars, the Greater Sudbury Arena, a short term rental building and a
large set of railway tracks as seen in Figure 8. The site was also surrounded by many large
unpaved parking lots (See Figure 9).

Figure 8: Site B Aerial Land Uses Map
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Figure 9: Site B Surrounding Land Uses Map

Table 4: Land Uses Around Site B
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Site C
Located outside the downtown core, Site C’s is geographically isolated in comparison to the
other stops. Surrounding land uses included a residential subdivision, and various commercial
and mixed use buildings. The location of the bus stop behind the Food Basics grocery store
placed the stop near two parking lots and a loading dock (See Figure 11). The bus stop
was also located next to the Junction Creek Waterway, which is an area known to attract
substance abuse. This green space was surrounded by a metal fence with a small bridge as
seen in Figure 11.

Figure 10 : Site C Aerial Land Uses Map

Figure 11: Site C Surrounding Land Uses Map
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Table 5: Land Uses Around Site A

escape routes
The sites were also examined for potential escape routes. Loukaitou-Sideris (1999) explained
that alleyways, pathways and intersections provide multiple escape options for potential
offenders. However, these features also provide escape routes for passengers to escape
crime. Site A was found to provide the most escape options as it is close to two intersections,
several parking lots and many alleyways (See Figure 12) . In contrast Site C provided the least
amount of options as fencing, grade changes and location constrained the site (See Figure
15). Although, Site B did provide escape routes, the site’s location across from a large railway
station and parking lot provided potential offenders with various places to hide as well as to
escape, thus, providing riders with limited options to seek safety if needed. (See Figure 13).
Escape Routes for Site A

Escape Routes for Site B

Figure 12 : Escape Routes for Site A

Escape Routes for Site C

Figure 14 : Escape Routes for Site C

Figure 13 : Escape Routes for Site B
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welcoming factors
maintenance
It should be noted that the City of Greater Sudbury experienced above average levels of precipitation in the winter of 2018-2019. As of February 15th, 2019, 304 cm of snow had fallen
since November, 100 cm more than seasonally expected (Environment Canada, 2019). As of
February 15th, 2019, the thickness of snow in the ground is 94 cm compared to the seasonal
average of 37 cm (Environment Canada, 2019). Site visits occurred in the months of December 2018, and January and February 2019 where snowfall levels were above normal. This led
to flooding and higher than normal snowfall and snowbank sizes as seen in various site visits,
Site A
Safety audits conducted at Site A revealed that litter at the site and in the surrounding vicinity
was present even though garbage bins were available. However, during site visits, both the
recycling bin and the garbage bin were found submerged in a snowbank (See Figure 15). It
was also noted that the bus stop signage was damaged (See Figure 16). Snowbanks had not
been cleared and no path had been created in order for a rider to stand at the bus stop and
catch the bus (See Figure 17). Riders were seen standing on the street rather than at the bus
stop in order to access the vehicle. No graffiti or vandalism was seen at the site.

Figure 15 : Garbage and recylcing bin seen submerged in
snowbank

Figure 16 : Damaged bus stop
sign

Figure 17 : Snowbank at transit
stop

Site B
Overall, Site B appeared to be well-maintained compared to the other sites, as it did not have
very large snowbanks blocking riders from accessing a transit vehicle; however, snowbanks
around the bus stop sign were noted. Street flooding was noted during two site visits due to
mild temperatures melting surrounding snowbanks, thus forming puddles too deep for riders
to pass through to board the transit vehicle. Consequently, a rider would have to stand approximately 3-5 metres from the bus stop in order to board a transit vehicle. Very little litter
was seen on the ground. Some graffiti could be seen across the street.
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Figure 18 : Minor snowbank sizes
seen at bus stop

Figure 19: Flooding around site

Site C
Site C saw the greatest fluctuation in maintenance. Over the course of visiting the sites,
the maintenance of the bus stop appeared to become less and less (See Figure 20 & 21).
During one visit newly-cleared sidewalks where riders could stand were noted, however the
snowbank in front of the stop meant that riders had to scale the bank in order to reach the
doors of a transit vehicle (See Figure 20). Over the course of the two site visits, maintenance
became increasingly poor and at one point a grocery cart from the nearby Food Basics was
seen in a snowbank in front of the bus stop (See Figure 20 & 21). During these visits it was
also noted that the former sidewalk had disappeared due to a large snowbank which would
require riders to stand on the street.

Figure 20 : Grocery cart in
snowbank at bus stop without
sidewalk

Figure 21 : Newly plowed sidewalk with snowbank at road

Figure 22 : Grocery cart in snowbank in front of bus stop during
night site visit
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design
The most noteworthy observation during the safety audits conducted at the three sites was
the absence of any type of bus shelter at all three sites. A lack of bus shelter at Site B was
most surprising as it is located outside the Greater Sudbury Arena and a well-designed bus
stop could add to the over aesthetic of the area and increase riders’ perceptions of safety to
and from events at the arena.
Site B and C lacked basic amenities such as garbage cans. Due to the time of year and snow
coverage, vegetation conditions could not be investigated; however, Site A appeared to be
void of vegetation whereas Site C featured a largely overgrown gully across the street. All sites
received a score of poor in regards to overall design.
signage
It should be noted that none of the sites provided bus route signage making it increasingly
difficult if not impossible for a rider to navigate bus routes. The only signage present at the
bus stops was the bus stop indicator sign. Site A had the poorest bus stop signage as seen in
Figure 23 as it was damaged. Site B’s signage was mostly covered by a holiday wreath during
the holiday season (See Figure 24). Site C’s signage was at a reasonable pedestrian level and
in good condition(See Figure 25).

Figure 23 : Bus stop sign at Site A

Figure 24 : Bus stop sign at Site B

Figure 25 : Bus stop sign at Site C

emergency services
The presence of emergency services was only witnessed at Site A, as a police vehicle
was witnessed driving by the stops on 4 out of the 6 site visits. No electronic surveillance/
video surveillance was noticed around the stop, however it is known that Downtown Video
Surveillance in the City of Greater Sudbury does exist. During Site B visits, a video surveillance
camera was seen outside the Greater Sudbury Arena which appeared to potentially feature
the bus stop. At Site C no video camera was seen in the vicinity however, there appeared to
be what looked like a camera near the grocery store loading dock which is likely out of view
of the bus stop.
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frenquency of service
Site A had a bus pass the stop approximately every 5-7 mins with routes 2, 12, 17, 101, 102,
189, 241, and 500 running. Buses were regularly seen at the stop.
Site B had routes 101, 102, and 501 running approximately every 15 minutes. Buses were
regularly seen at the stop.
Site C only had the 7 route operating daily, and the 147 which only runs on Saturdays.

activities
As previously discussed, pedestrian traffic increases a person’s perception of safety at bus
stops. However, certain pedestrian activities can also negatively affect a riders perceptions of
safety. Both Site A and B saw greater pedestrian traffic and ridership during daylight hours as
people frequented nearby businesses and road transit.
Site A
Site A saw the most traffic of all the stops examined. This may be due to the bus stop being
located within the downtown core, outside a popular Sudbury café, and outside a mixed-use
apartment complex named St. Andrew’s place which houses around 700 seniors. During all
visits to Site A, cases of loitering were observed within two locations approximately 20-40
meters from the stop at the corner of Lisgar and Larch Street and at the corner of Minto and
Larch Street. Several individuals panhandling and/or asking for money were also observed
around the bus stop. Drug use and drinking were openly witnessed at the corner of Minto
Street and Larch Street during 3 visits. Being located within the downtown core, bus stop A
experienced constant vehicle traffic and therefore was informally watched by passing vehicles leading to more eyes on the street and a subsequent increased sense of safety during
the day.
Site B
An increase in traffic flow to the bus stop was observed at the end of an event as crowds
exited the Greater Sudbury Arena. Crowds leaving the arena contributed to a greater sense
of safety as they provided eyes on the street. During the evening, people were seen outside
the bar across the street from the stop. At a nearby short-term rental building at the corner of
Minto and Elgin Street individuals were seen loitering in groups during the day. Little pedestrian foot traffic was witnessed passing the stop during daylight hours.
Site C
No riders were observed during any of the site visits, however, an individual was observed
exiting the residential area of the site, and chose to catch the bus at another stop approximately 100 metres away located in front of the Food Basics grocery store. The reason for
this is unknown but it is known by this researcher that the chosen stop offered greater route
options. Taxis were the only vehicle traffic flow noticed during site visits down Murray Street.
Although hardly visible from the bus stop’s location due to a large snowbank, vehicle traffic
in the adjacent grocery store appeared steady and on many occasions individuals loitering in
the parking lot and in front of the grocery store were observed.
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natural surveillance
lighting
Overall, proper bright lighting reduces fear for crime. It should be noted that during the
daylight, all the stops featured adequate lighting from sunlight.
Site A
During the evening hours the bus stop had adequate lighting, as it was illuminated by various
sources of lighting, including street lights, an outdoor parking lot light, and dim lighting
from signage of nearby businesses (See Figure 26 and 27). The lighting was consistent and
functional around the bus stop. However, lighting down Larch Street became increasingly
scarce and dull as seen in Figure 28. Also, nearby walkways and paths were not illuminated
or were dimly lit and it was very difficult to see activities in these spaces.

Figure 26 : Street light above bus
stop

Figure 27 : Lighting across the
street

Figure 28 : Minimal lighting down
the street

Site B
Site B had lighting throughout the site however none of the lighting was bright and instead
illuminated with an orange glow unlike the white light seen at Site A (See Figure 29 & 30).
Lighting from inside the Sudbury Arena provided extra lighting and increased feelings of
safety. The parking lot across the street had little to no lighting. Businesses down the street
and nearby street lights provided extra illumination in the vicinity (See Figure 31). The corner
located near the site was not illuminated and provided a large area for a potential offender to
hide as seen in Figure 31.
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Figure 30 : Lighting above bus stop

Figure 29 : Lighting above bus
stop

Site C

Figure 31 : Lighting at businesses down from bus
stop

Site C had the poorest lighting conditions of all stops examined. The only lighting provided to
the site was a nearby streetlight across the road and a light near the loading dock for the Food
Basics across the street (See Figure 32). Lighting in the grocery store parking lot was hardly
visible due to a large snowbank which appeared to be housing the parking lots accumulative
snowfall levels. The residential area behind the stop was almost entirely dark (during every
visit (See Figure 33) except for a few glowing television lights through residents’ windows.

Figure 33 : Dark neighbourhood behind bus stop

Figure 32: Lighting across the street
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sightlines, hiding places, & ear distances
Individuals estimate their perception of safety based on the amount of open view and concealment that they are given in an environment (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999). Therefore clear
sightlines provide riders with feelings of safety and limit areas for crimes to occur. Individuals
also feel increased safety when they believe someone would hear them if they called for help
Site A
Although Site A had clear sightlines down Larch Street to a main arterial road and sightlines of
surrounding streets, it had many features which limited one’s view and provided places for an
offender to hide. Many unlit pathways, alleys with sharp corners and buildings with cut-outs
increased this level of concern (see Figure 34 and 35). The number of parking lots filled with
cars also obstruct one’s view to potential activity in the area. In terms of hearing distance,
the downtown core sees very few people after business hours, however, groups of people
loitering were observed and could be heard at all hours. This knowledge did not increase a
feeling of safety.

Figure 34: Corners for potential offenders to hide

Figure 35: Alleyways and corners for potential offenders to
hide

Site B
Although originally viewed as being located in a wide open space, Site B had pockets of
clear sightlines mixed with pockets of fully obstructed views. This was due to the location
of an unlit corner beside the bus stop and the presence of a large parking lot across the
street (See Figure 37). Street parking at all hours was widely used blocking a rider’s view of
the surrounding area (See Figure 36). The activity of surrounding restaurants and bars did
increase one’s feeling of safety if they were to call out for help. However, the areas lack of
residential land uses decreased ones feelings of safety.
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Figure 36: On street parking blocking sightlines
Figure 37: Poorly lit corner beside bus
stop

Site C
Site C only had sightlines along Murray Street. Sightlines to the Food Basics parking lot were
obstructed by the large snowbank featured in Figure 39. The bus stop was largely blocked
by the rear portion of the Food Basics grocery store which cut the bus stop off from nearby
Notre Dame Boulevard, a main transportation corridor in the City. In terms of hearing distance, the bus stop was located in close proximity to a residential neighbourhood; however,
no pedestrian activity in the residential area was observed, and after dark very little lighting in
the community was seen (Figure 41). Therefore, it is unclear whether someone would hear an
individual calling for assistance.

Figure 38: Loading area for grocery store across
the street providing areas for offenders to hide
or disappear

Figure 39: Snowbank blocking sightlines to grocery store
parking lot
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amenities
bike infrastructure
Bike parking infrastructure was not present at any of the bus stops.
public art
Public art was only visible at Site A, located on a wall in the adjacent municipal parking
lot.
garbage and recycling bins
Sites A had garbage and recycling bins, however litter was still observed on the ground and
in surrounding snowbanks.
public phones
Public phones were not present any sites.
seating
No seating was provided at any of the three examined sites.
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introduction
Based on the research findings, several recommendations were developed to improve design
elements at each site. A validation interview was conducted with a Planner at the City of
Greater Sudbury, hereby referred to as Planner I, after reviewing recommendations put
forwards Planner I assisted in further validating the feasibility of recommendations made.
Suggestions regarding adapting recommendations were made in order to increase likeliness
of feasibility in the real world context, as well as further elaboration suggested in several
recommendations.
The following images and detailed recommendations, were developed with an understanding
of how effective design can reduce crime and fear by creating defensible spaces. Utilizing
best practices in bus stop design partnered with Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design concepts that assert ownership and offer opportunities for natural surveillance,
territorial reinforcement, and natural access control are all vital first steps to increase public
perceptions of safety.

proposed transit stop redesigns
A redesign for all three sites was conducted in order to provide a visual representation of
improvements to perceptions of safety. Redesigns to Site’s A and B originally incorporated a
bus shelter however after consultation with Planner I it was suggested that Site A and B would
not likely have enough sidewalk space to install a bus shelter as the the City’s standard bus
shelter size is currently 1.2 metres by 2.4 metres and will be transitioning to a larger shelter
size with dimensions of 1.5 metres by 3.0 metres. The addition of a bus shelter at these sites
would restrict accessibility to the sidewalk. Instead the addition of seating to the sites may be
a better fit, and in poor weather conditions riders would be able to seek shelter at overhangs
at St. Andrew’s Place (Site A) and at the Sudbury Arena (Site B).

recommended improvements to Site A
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recommended improvements to Site B

recommended improvements to Site C
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immediate recommendations

1

improve lighting

A variety of lighting focused recommendations are suggested including adequate lighting
is provided for at all bus stops. Lighting should be consistent and functional throughout
the site and surrounding area. Further, lighting should be regularly inspected to ensure
their functionality and be repaired or replaced if not properly functioning. A common
theme amongst the sites in this study was the lack of consistency in the spacing (i.e.,
distance between) lighting installations. Police Officer I highlighted that distances
between lighting features should be consistent as to prevent dark unilluminated spaces
for offenders to disappear or to lurk. Sidewalk lamps which are reduced in height to
the scale of a pedestrian, not only add to the visibility of the site, but also impact
on the street scape and create a sense of community (Kheir-Moghadam, 2015). The
bus stops locations did benefit from a variety of lighting forms such as retail signage
illumination and lighting provided by passing vehicles; however, in the case of urban
design, a combination of sidewalk and street lamps are preferred. Planner I suggested
that a cost effective option to increasing lighting to areas around the stops may be to
add pedestrian scale lighting to the existing street light poles This is common practice
in other areas of Downtown Sudbury. This along with ensuring the lighting provided is
bright and illumination is key in increasing perceptions of safety. Site A would benefit
from greater illumination on its walkways and many surrounding parking lots. Site B
would benefit from the installation of lighting in the large municipal parking lot across
the street as presently there is very little.

2

placement of bus stops

Placement of bus stops within the City is based on what is considered a reasonable
walking distance between stops that also ensures buses run on time. This distance in
Greater Sudbury is typically 250 meters. When placing new stops or moving old stops,
care should be taken to select location that provide good lighting and enough space
for someone to stand safely at the stop. In terms of increasing public perceptions of
safety- bus stops should be placed in locations that are a distanced from land uses
that typically attract bad behaviours. If this is not possible, then specific initiatives
should be taken to ensure the bus stop area provides riders with a feeling of safetyincluding adequate lighting, clearly marked and accurate bus schedules, and clear
sightlines
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3

alterations to routes

Although a redesign of Site C was included in this report, a better solution is for its
removal. The location of Bus Stop C should be reconsidered as it places the stop
behind a large grocery store, in a location of poor visibility. Further, a larger, more
public bus stop is located approximately 50 metres away in front of the grocery store
and provides a much safer bus stop location. A review of the newly released proposed
transit system due for release in August 2019 shows that that Site C will continue to be
incorporated into the transit system. It will be connect into the ‘Neighborhood’ route
offering local service at lower frequencies to connect to ‘Frequent’ and ‘Core’ routes.
Thus, upgrades to the site should be undertaken to address existing issues of safety.

maintenance of stops

4

Planner I explained that with 1,350 bus stops in Greater Sudbury, it is very challenging
to provide winter maintenance in a cost-effective way for each transit stop. All 120
locations within the City that currently have a shelter, also have winter maintenance and
snow removal. Other locations for winter maintenance are prioritized based on daily
ridership numbers. Regular maintenance of bus stops should be undertaken. Greater
attention should be taken in regards to snow removal and the sizes of snowbanks. The
potential for injury could affect transit riders’ perceptions of crime and of safety and in
turn, presents a barrier to transit ridership throughout the year and especially during
the shorter darker days of winter. Large snowbank sizes block sightlines and provide
areas for offenders to hide and disappear behind. Additionally, snowbanks increase
risk of injury as passengers must climb over them to reach the vehicle. The sidewalk
plows responsible for clearing sidewalks should also prioritize carving out entrances in
snowbanks for riders to access transit vehicles.

installation of bus shelters/ seating
None of the examined bus stop locations had bus shelters. Investments in bus shelters
have a positive impact on riders’ perceptions of securing while waiting at the bus stop.
When being interviewed Planner I provided that the City receives a high number of
requests annually to install shelters at bus stop locations throughout Greater Sudbury
however a limited budget exists as bus shelters installation costs can cost up to
$10,000 per location. Planner I suggested that the installation of a full sized bus shelter
at Sites A and B may limit sidewalk accessibility for pedestrians. Alternative options to
a full sized shelter could be examined such as the installation of seating or a creative
form of cover. Site A would benefit from a form of shelter as its location is significant
for transit users within the downtown core. Site B would benefit from a shelter as it is
located outside the Sudbury Arena. On game and event nights, the facility receives a
large number of attendees, and a shelter and seating would be a valuable asset for
riders travelling to and from the venue. Amenities could be provided for at these stops
which include adequate lighting, double exits if shelters with entrances are installed,
and clear information signage. Other design elements include colours, vegetation
that does not obscure sightlines, public art, and other amenities such as garbage and
recycling bins, and bike parking infrastructure.

5
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long term recommendations

1

conduct safety audits

As the City of Greater Sudbury announces major changes to routes, it is advised that
as routes are changed and the location of new bus stops are being determined that
safety audits are conducted during the process. Best practices in bus stop design
should be undertaken so as to be proactive rather than reactive in transit planning and
rider safety. With a limited number of transit staff and over 1300 stops to review, time
is a significant constraint to preforming CPTED audits on all stops. However, with all
the changes Sudbury Transit is undertaking safety and increasing public perceptions t
should be considered in changes.
Crime statistics collected from the Greater Sudbury Police Service may assist in identifying bus stops in high crime areas in need of CPTED audits. Additionally, other target
locations for CPTED audits could be based on frequency of stop usage and ridership
levels.

2

3

public engagement

Perceptions of safety, comfort and security have a significant effect on an individual choosing to use transit. Programs and initiatives should be undertaken in order
to build awareness, share information, and increase confidence in Greater Sudbury
Transit Services so that individuals feel confident accessing transit services regularly.
Initiatives could include campaigns to advertise transit and its upgrades in regards to
safety, efficiency and accessibility, offering free transit service on special days, and
advertising greater accessibility to popular sites. Planner I explained that the City is
embarking on a major communications strategy to change community perceptions of
transit. The City launched this outreach on its new OverToYou platform which can be
found at https://overtoyou.greatersudbury.ca/newdirection.

information and signage upgrades
Providing riders with easily readable bus route maps and clear signage at the stops
assists in alleviating stress of bus users. It is recommended that operating hours of
buses shall be clearly posted. In the long term, as the City of Greater Sudbury grows its
transit system, upgrades at certain stops which include real time displays and accurate
bus arrival times should be explored. As previously discussed, real time tracking of
buses provide riders with a feeling of safety and security. Planner I explained that
updates to transit signage have been planned for in the new Transit Action Plan.
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4

climate change readiness

A common theme throughout the site visits was the lack of maintenance in regards to
snow removal. As climate change continues to make weather increasingly unpredictable the City of Greater Sudbury should review and research innovative snow-clearing
opportunities with a view to finding savings, efficiencies and improvements. Doing so
will assist in better maintaining bus stops in seasons of increased precipitation.

community partnerships

5

Various partnerships with local group and organizations can have a significant impact
on riders’ perceptions of safety. In 2018 the City of Greater Sudbury adopted a Public
Art Policy. Public art can take the form of sculptures, murals, fountains, lighting,
landscape design, street furniture or architectural elements. Local transit-positive and
environmental groups can assist in increasing public perceptions. i.e. UpFest Urban Art
and Music Festival- a festival which adds public art into the downtown core could add
art installations at bus stops, on sidewalks around bus stops, add creative elements to
bus stop polls to accentuate them. An alignment of transit and bus stop enhancements
with cultural event planning and other community improvement initiatives could be
beneficial and improve coordination across municipal efforts.

research

6

Northern Ontario cities face great challenges in developing a widely used transit system. Continuous research in regards to the public perceptions of transit and where improvements be made is a critical step in increasing ridership. Planner I explained that
due to limited staff and financial resources that alternative solutions to research could
be explored. Potential opportunities include partnerships with local post- secondary
institutions (Laurentian University, College Boreal or Cambrian College) and encouraging research into public transit, or offering courses related to public transit to interest
students in the field. Alternatively, a study similar to this could be conducted in other
areas of the city, or in other municipalities. Future research should involve examining
all groups whom utilize transit.

amend shelter location tool

7

Planner I highlighted that the City uses an evaluation tool to determine which bus
stop locations receive shelters. Locations are largely determined based on ridership,
transfer points, and proximity to high priority institutions such as seniors centres or
hospitals, and frequency of service. It is recommended that this tool be amended to
include safety/CPTED principles as part of the evaluation process for site selection.
This would allow those evaluating the stops to determine whether a shelter or other
safety design elements should be incoporated.

06
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conclusion
The bus stop, like many public spaces, can be a complex node of social, economic and
cultural activities in the local community (Zhang, 2012). The Greater Sudbury Transit system
is approaching a pivotal moment in its existence. With its new Transit Action Plan approved
by Council in February 2019, with implementation occurring throughout 2019, improvements
such as new and changing routes will provide for more efficient and frequent service for riders.
Further, its recent initiatives in addressing issues of safety- having undertaken a CPTED report
of the Downtown Terminal Transit Terminal and conducting employee surveys demonstrate
ever-growing support for increasing public perceptions of safety in the transit system.
Research has indicated that good bus stop designs include adequate lighting, visible
sightlines, bus shelters with double exits or no closure, and the removal of litter and graffiti
(Zhang, 2012). Further, locating bus stops within ear distance of assistance and refraining
from placing stops next high risk businesses and areas can assist in decreasing potentials for
crime (Kheir-Moghadam, 2015).
It is obvious that, since each particular city has their own dynamics, that there is no single
solution for solving public transportation safety problems. Working with stakeholders including
municipalities, planners, designers, local residents is essential to effectively solve the problem
(Deniz, 2016).
The aim of this report was to examine best practices in bus stop design in relation to CPTED
principles in order to examine three bus stop locations within the City of Greater Sudbury. A
safety audit was used to determine areas for improvement at each bus stop location. This
report produced many recommendations on ways to improve public perceptions of crime
while waiting at bus stops. All the improvements recommended in this report aimed to not
only make the wait at a bus stop feel safer for the rider, but highlight the necessity for safety
and security practices to be adopted across an entire transit system.
In order to better serve the public and transit riders future research into public perceptions of
safety should be conducted. Research can occur on all scales, from small studies such as this
one to larger more complex studies of an entire transit system. In doing so young planners,
along with city staff will be better equipped to design our future transit systems with safety at
the forefront of their minds.
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appendix a
Safety Audit Checklist
Bus Stop Location:
Date:
Day of the Week:
Time:
Daylight or After Dark:
General Impression of Bus Stop:

Audit
Maintenance
1.
What are your impressions of maintenance ?
 very poor
 poor
 satisfactory
 good
 very good
2.
Does the place feel care for?
 yes
 no
3.
Is there litter lying around
 yes
 no
4.
Are there signs of vandalism
 yes
 no
5.
Is there need for major repairs
 yes
 no
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6.
Does the place feel abandon
 yes
 no
7.
Is there a bus shelter
 yes
 no
8.
Does the shelter smell bad
 yes
 no
 no shelter
9.
Do you know to whom maintenance should be reported
 yes
 no
10.
Has snow removal been maintained
 yes
 no

Design
1.
Describe your impression of the overall design?
 very poor
 poor
 satisfactory
 good
 very good
2.

What types of materials/ textures/ colours would improve the area?

3.
How would you evaluate the vegetation or street landscaping?
 very poor
 poor
 satisfactory
 good
 very good
4.
Is the bus stop area clearly defined ?
 yes
 no
5.
Does the bus stop include a bus shelter?
 yes
 no
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6.
Does the shelter have two exits?
 yes
 no
 no shelter
7.
In your opinion is their racist, sexist slogans or signage around?
 yes
 no
8.
Do you see any street art around?
 yes
 no
9.

How does the street art make you feel?

10.
How wide is the sidewalk?
 no sidewalk
 narrow
 appropriate
 wide
11.
What amenities are available at this bus stop?
 shelter
 lighting
 bench
 garbage can
 bus route schedule

Signage
1.
Describe your impression of the overall signage
 very poor
 poor
 satisfactory
 good
 very good
2.
Are there maps of the bus routes and clear directional signage?
 yes
 no
3.
Are there bus schedule and clear operating hours present?
 yes
 no
4.
Is there a real-time bus tracker?
 yes
 no
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5.
Is you weren’t familiar with the area, how easy would it be to find your way around?
 easy
 difficult

Emergency Services
1.
Is there emergency assistance of alarm if needed?
 yes
 no
2.
Is there a monitor or surveillance system present?
 yes
 no
3.
Can you see a telephone nearby?
 yes
 no

Frequency of Bus Schedule
1.
How often does the bus arrive?
 every 5 minutes
 every 10 mins
 every 15 minutes
 every 30 mins
 every hour
2.
Does the bus appear to be fairly on schedule
 yes
 no

Crowding
1.
Is there a lot of people at the stop?
 yes
 no
2.
Is there people around?
 yes
 no
3.
Would you consider this area to have high pedestrian foot traffic?
 yes
 no
4.
How much pedestrian activities are there around the bus stop?
 none
 quiet
 moderate
 busy
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5.
Are you close to an arterial road
 yes
 no
6.
What kinds of activities do you see around?
 business activity
 loitering
 drinking
 drug use
 panhandling
 public urination

Lighting
1.
What is your impression of the lighting?
 very poor
 poor
 satisfactory
 good
 very good
2.
Is the lighting consistent throughout the site?
 yes
 no
3.
Are any lights out? If so, how many and in what proportion?
 yes
 no
4.
Are you able to see and identity a face 25 metres away?
 yes
 no
5.
Is the lighting obscured by trees or bushes?
 yes
 no
6.
How well does the lighting illuminate pedestrian walkways and sidewalks ?
 very poor
 poor
 satisfactory
 good
 very good
7.
What types of lighting are present?
 street lamp
 sidewalk lamp
 both
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Sightlines and Ear Distance
1.
Can you clearly see what is up ahead?
 yes
 no
2.
Is no, what are the reasons?
 blind corners
 non transparent shelter material
 shelter advertisements
 walls
 pillars
 parked vehicles
 snow
 bushes
 trees
3.
Are there places someone could be hiding?
 yes
 no
Where? ____________________________________________________
4.
What would make it easier to see
 transparent shelter materials
 angled corners
 vehicles moved
 security mirrors
 trimmed bushes
 snow clearing
 other ____________________________________________________
5.
How easy is to predict people’s movements
 very easy
 somewhat obvious
 no way of knowing
6.
Can you tell what is at the other end of a path/ tunnel/ walkway?
 yes
 no
7.
Does the area feel isolated
Morning:
 yes
 no
Afternoon:
 yes
 no
Evening:
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 yes
 no
8.
Is the stop visible to surrounding establishments?
 yes
 no
9.
Is the area patrolled by the police
 yes
 no
 do not know
10.
How many people are likely to be around?
Morning:
 none
 few
 many
Afternoon:
 none
 few
 many
Evening:
 none
 few
 many

Nearby Land Uses
1.
What is the surrounding land or nearby land used for?
 residential
 retail
 office
 school
 liquor store
 parking lot
 vacant lot
 vacant building
 shelter/ addiction centre etc
 setting for drinking
 cashing establishment
 bars
 public storage
 jewelry store
 single room hotels
2.
Can you identify who owns or maintains nearby land uses
 yes
 no
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3.
What are your impressions of the nearby land use?
 very poor
 poor
 satisfactory
 good
 very good

Escape Routes
1.
How difficult would it be for you to escape to safety if you had too
 not difficult
 difficult
 quite difficult
2.
How easy would it be for an offender to disappear
 not easy
 easy
 quite easy
3.
Is there an alternative frequently travelled route or path available
 yes
 no
 do not know
4.
Does the shelter have more than one entry/ exit
 yes
 no
 no shelter
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appendix b
GREB Approval
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